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Abstract- A QR code is utilized for rapid perusing 

application with some data stockpiling. Here proposing 

a progressed QR code which has two dimensions. Those 

are open and private dimension. People in general 

dimension can be utilized for putting away the general 

population level data, which can be gotten to by 

anybody utilizing established QR code peruse. Be that 

as it may, the Private dimension can be utilized for 

content and picture sharing which can't peruse by a 

standard QR code peruse. Data implanted in private 

dimension is encoded utilizing q-exhibit code with some 

blunder revision limit. Private dimension is built by 

supplanting dark modules by utilizing finished 

examples. The proposed plan utilizes q-cluster which 

encourages us to build the security and furthermore 

stockpiling limit. For picture inserting into QR Base64 

string encoding is utilized. For verification application 

here the finished examples are touchy to print and 

output process. Example acknowledgment strategy here 

utilized for survey second dimension data and 

validation application. 

 

Index Terms- Document authentication, Pattern 

recognition, Print and scan process. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The QR code was intended for storage data and fast 

reading applications. The proposed QR code 

authentication two-level storage is used for to verify 

original content in QR code. Our proposed work uses 

public and private storage level of document storage. 

In the public level similar standard QR code storage 

level is elaborated; which can be readable to any QR 

code scanner device. The private level is constructed 

by replacing the black modules by specific textured 

patterns. It consists of information encoded using q-

array code with an error correction capacity. Qarray 

code will increase the storage capacity of the QR 

code, but also to verify the original document from a 

copy.  

This authentication is due to the sensitivity of the 

used patterns to the print-and-scan process. The novel 

approach in the pattern recognition method that 

applied to read the second-level information can be 

used both in a private message sharing and in a 

document authentication scenario. Steganalytic 

algorithm is not likely to defeat our steganographic 

approach. Third, the reversible capability inherited 

from our scheme provides functionality which allows 

recovery of the source texture. We weave texture 

synthesis process into steganography for hiding 

secret in image. The outcomes about demonstrate a 

perfect restoration of private data. It additionally 

features the likelihood of utilizing this new rich QR 

code for document authentication. 

Nowadays for high speed reading application we are 

using graphical codes that are Barcodes, QR codes 

etc. This graphical code usage is increasing day by 

day with their application. These codes are mainly 

used for information storage, redirection to websites, 

advertising, Identification of passengers, supermarket 

products and also for track and trace application for 

transportation. The proposed system overcomes 

security storage and authentication issues of existing 

graphical codes. The public level is just same as the 

standard QR code i.e., existing system but the private 

level overcomes the issues of standard QR code. 

Private level uses q-array code with error correction 

capacity. This encoding scheme gives the higher 

security and also if QR is damaged it can repair with 

ECC. Standard QR code has black modules and white 

modules, so in second level of proposed QR white 

black modules are replaced by using textured 

patterns. These textured patterns are P&S degraded 

versions, because of their print and scan sensitivity 

2LQR [12] can be used for authentication 

application. 

II. RELATED WORK 
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The QR code was concocted for the Japanese car 

industry by Denso Wave1corporation in 1994 and its 

accreditation of QR code was performed by 

International Organization of Standardization (ISO). 

A QR code encodes the data into double shape. Every 

data bit is spoken to by a dark or a white module. The 

Reed-Solomon mistake amendment code [10] is 

utilized for information encryption. The most 

minimal dimension can reestablish almost 7% of 

harmed data, the largest amount can reestablish about 

30%.40 forms of QR code are accessible now, 

everyone has explicit properties. QR code has 

explicit structure introduction rectification. At least 

one arrangement designs are utilized to code 

misshapening modification. The code rendition and 

blunder amendment bits are put away in the form 

data regions.  

QR code is created by utilizing standard QR code age 

calculation. The calculation contains Reed-Solomon 

mistake amendment code, data division on code 

words, utilization of veil design, situation of code 

words and capacity designs into the QR code. For 

perusing a QR standard QR acknowledgment 

calculation is utilized. It contains procedures, for 

example, filtering process, picture binarization, and 

geometrical redress and translating calculation. 

Rather than graphical codes rich graphical codes are 

utilizing now to expand capacity limit and visual 

noteworthiness. They are additionally used to 

customize the put away data, for example, relevant 

QR. Rich graphical codes are increment their visual 

criticalness without yielding mistake remedy ability 

.Examples of rich graphical codes are HCC2D code, 

Contextual QR, staggered QR code, rich Data Matrix 

code and so forth. The creators in [11] proposed to 

utilize the graphical codes for verification.  

Validation SECURITY APPROACH, from [1] 

framework we allude the confirmation issue of 

genuine merchandise on which 2D standardized 

identifications (2D-BC) were printed and we take the 

contenders see. The contenders are expected to 

approach loud duplicates of a unique 2D-BC. A 

straightforward estimator of the 2D-BC is relies upon 

duplicates midpoints is proposed, giving the 

contenders a chance to print a phony 2DBC with as 

unique by the framework identifier. Execution of the 

estimator as far as mistake likelihood at the locator 

side is then inferred as for Nc and contrasted and trial 

results on genuine 2D-BC. It is demonstrated that the 

rival can deliver a phony that effectively tricks the 

locator with a sensible number of veritable products. 

Preferred standpoint: Create a phony 2D-BCs 

announced as veritable by the indicator. 

Inconvenience: Require extra commotion to produce 

counterfeit scanner tag. Creating counterfeit 2D QR 

code proclaimed as unique by QR code peruse. 

Unsynchronized 4D Barcodes Coding and Decoding 

Time-Multiplexed 2D Colorcodes, Proposes no 

immediate  

Association between gadgets can exist. Time-

multiplexed, 2D hues standardized tags are appear on 

screen and recorded with camera implant cell phones. 

A Proposed strategy [2] gives optical information 

exchange between open showcases and cell phones 

dependent on unsynchronized 4D scanner tags. We 

think about that no immediate association between 

the gadgets can exist. Time-multiplexed, 2D shading 

standardized tags are shown on screens and recorded 

with camera prepared cell phones. This permits 

transmitting data optically between the two gadgets. 

Favorable position: Maximizes the information 

throughput and the heartiness of the scanner tag 

acknowledgment. In this paper, elude Time-

multiplexed, 2D shading standardized tags. 

 

III.EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In this time part of graphical codes are utilizing. 

However, they have an absence of capacity limit and 

visual importance. To beat this rich graphical codes 

are begun to utilize [1]. These rich graphical codes 

are expanding their capacity limit without giving up 

mistake rectification. To include visual hugeness 

different shading QR codes are proposed. To give the 

customized data another sort of QR code is 

developed i.e., Contextual QR code [2]. Logical QR 

code data relates with a specific setting. It is sent 

from logical mindfulness framework idea. Most 

prevalent code that upgrades both the capacity limit 

and visual centrality is HCC2D code. The creators 

expanded the thickness and capacity limit of standard 

QR code by supplanting paired hued modules by 

RGB shaded modules.  

The staggered 2D standardized tag [3] additionally 

altogether enhances the capacity limit of 2D code. 

The rich Data Matrix code, named unsynchronized 

4D standardized tags [4], builds the capacity limit by 

utilizing RGB shades of modules and time. It 
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comprises of the 9 hued Data Matrix codes showed in 

grouping on the screen. Yet, it can't be printed. The 

creators in [5] proposed to utilize the graphical codes 

for validation. The graphical code utilized is the 

duplicate location design [6], which is a most 

extreme entropy picture, created utilizing a mystery 

key, secret phrase or irregular seed. The confirmation 

procedure is performed by the correlation of a unique 

graphical code with the P&S graphical code installed 

in the report.  

IV. PROBLEM DEFENITION 

 

Graphical codes, for example, EAN-13 standardized 

identification [7], Quick Response (QR) code [8], 

Data Matrix [9] are increasingly famous and well-

known to the greater part of the general population. 

These graphical codes use is expanding step by step 

as a result of their simplicity of taking care of. These 

graphical codes are anything but difficult to utilize, 

they are powerful to duplicate process, simple to 

peruse and access by everybody. They likewise have 

a high encoding limit with mis take adjustment limit. 

Be that as it may, favorable circumstances likewise 

have a few issues i.e., data encoded in a QR code is 

constantly available to everybody, regardless of 

whether it is figured. Next issue is, It is difficult to 

recognize an initially printed QR code from its 

duplicate because of their lack of care to the Print 

and-Scan (P&S) process. The proposed new rich two 

dimensions QR code defeats these disservices.  

 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

All in all, a 2LQR Code framework comprises of four 

phases: picture pre-handling and, highlight 

extraction, encryption. The general structure is 

appeared in Fig. 1. The motivation behind picture 

pre-preparing is to take out unimportant data, 

recuperate valuable data and improve picture 

includes that are imperative in resulting handling. To 

guarantee vigor and sensibility, the choice and 

extraction of highlights are imperative. In addition, to 

decrease hash length and enhance accommodation for 

capacity and equipment execution, post-preparing, 

for example, pressure and coding is essential. 

Encryption and randomization are utilized to 

decrease hash crashes to enhance the security of the 

calculation. The proposed framework stream is given 

as underneath:  

Client: User can transfer Image documents on server 

and can ask for picture record on server. For that 

client need to experience verification process. 

Administrator: Admin can get to all the picture 

records on server. Gap it into parts and create the 

hash estimation of each part. Programmer: Hacker 

stoles picture document and make changes in picture 

powerless it and reestablish that at its place. 

Verification: at confirmation the asked for picture can 

partition in parts and produce its hash esteems. At 

that point it matches with the picture on the server 

which as of now has its determined hash esteems. 

Coordinating of the two pictures is finished. At the 

season of coordinating picture we coordinate the hash 

esteems for identifying the inventiveness and 

weakness of picture. 

 
Our paper present another rich QR code, which has 

two stockpiling levels, it very well may be utilized 

for private message and picture sharing and 

confirmation process. This new rich QR code, named 

two dimensions QR code (2LQR), has open and 

private stockpiling levels. General society level is 

equivalent to the standard QR code stockpiling level, 

so it is clear by any established QR code application. 

The private dimension is built by supplanting the 

dark modules by explicit finished examples. It 

comprises of data encoded utilizing q-exhibit code 

with a blunder amendment limit. People in general 

message are put away in the standard QR code, 

utilizing the traditional age strategy portrayed. The 

standard QR code age calculation incorporates the 

accompanying advances. As a matter of first 

importance, the most ideal mode (numeric, 

alphanumeric, byte or Kanji) is chosen by examining 

the message content. The message is encoded 

utilizing the most limited conceivable series of bits. 

This series of bits is part up into 8 bit long 

information code words. At that point, the decision of 

blunder remedy level is performed and the mistake 
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redress code words utilizing the Reed-Solomon code 

are produced. From that point onward, the 

information and blunder redress code words are 

organized in the right request. So as to make certain 

that the created QR code can be perused accurately, 

the best (for encoded information) veil design is 

connected. After this control, the code words are put 

in a grid in a crisscross example, beginning from the 

base right corner.  

The last advance is to include the capacity designs 

(position labels, arrangement, timing, configuration 

and rendition designs) into the QR code. The private 

line bit string is encoded utilizing blunder redress 

code (ECC) to guarantee the message mistake 

amendment after the PS task. We utilize the square 

codes, and all the more absolutely cyclic codes (or 

polynomial-created codes, for example, Golay code 

or Reed-Solomon code, for message encoding. Cyclic 

codes can be characterized in lattice frame and 

polynomial shape. The private message is inserted in 

finished examples. These finished examples are taken 

from the example database. For private message 

sharing and in report confirmation dark modules are 

supplanted by utilizing finished examples. For picture 

partaking in private dimension, picture is changed 

over to byte cluster then it is encoded utilizing 

Base64 string encoding plan. The example 

acknowledgment technique that we use to peruse the 

second dimension data can be utilized in private 

messages, picture sharing and confirmation situation. 

It depends on augmenting the connection esteems 

between PS debased examples and reference designs.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed 2LQR code builds the capacity limit of 

the established QR code because of its valuable 

perusing level. Trial results demonstrate that the 

capacity limit is progressed. The capacity limit of the 

2LQR code can be enhanced by expanding the 

quantity of finished examples utilized or by 

diminishing the finished example estimate. The 

proposed finished examples can be recognized 

simply after one P&S process. Along these lines, we 

can utilize the recognition technique with unique 

examples so as to guarantee great archive 

confirmation results. 
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